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1. The making of a demon

Remember the days of your childhood—especially if you are German. If you even

dream of being naughty or disobeying your elders and betters, Krampus will put

you in his basket and take you to some swampy Germanic hell. Nothing will be

heard from you ever again.

Krampus is a leftover from ancient pre-Christian times when he (and he is a he)

consorted with witches and indulged in unspeakable acts with them. The idea of a

horned demigod taking away and destroying that which is most precious survived

all attempts at Christianising and remains to this day a well-known and dreaded

member of the pantheon of early childhood monsters. The pedagogic value of

Krampus is that he is so horrible looking and mean that the very mention of his

name (frightening in itself) is enough to pacify the most recalcitrant toddler. He is a

demon born at the dawn of time in a dark and cold Alpine redoubt with a single

purpose—to frighten and torture naughty children. Many of us non-Germans knew

of Krampus as children and although we had our own non-Germanic demons to

defend against, somewhere far at the back of our minds, the Supreme Fear in the

form of Krampus was just a few steps away.

How does the story of a scary childhood character relate to the present day? Am I

being flippant in comparing a mythical demonic creature to a highly successful

trader and philanthropist? Well, no. George Soros’s history of dirty deeds spanning

decades and continents has been so destructive that he has created his own demonic

myth within his lifetime. A mysterious character who refuses to shuffle his mortal

coil and is kept in a semi-mummified semi-stasis by some miracle of “medical

science” or another, Gyorgyi Schwartz of Budapest and a billionaire has become

Krampus of our time. He is a demon of extreme power, cunning and devilry (he was

called something not very dissimilar by Mahathir Mohammed). He is the eternal

wanderer ever ready to profit from others’ misery who has been funding his

destructive vision ever since the fall of the Soviet Union. He has become the
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synonym for a disruptive, meddling anti-national, neoliberal, “cosmopolitan”

conspiracy. The point of these, allegedly, has been to weaken any indigenous

patriotic forces in order to a) protect a particular group of people from possible

persecution by diluting any nationalist urges and b) allow those same people to set

the tone of the political discourse and capture the levers of power.

At the time, people marvelled at how someone can emerge from such obscurity to

become a global player overnight—but like always, such success was ascribed to

Soros’s genius and hard work.[1] Our modern-day Krampus has been compared to

Jakob Schiff, the famous/notorious Jewish-American financier and philanthropist

(word that is rapidly losing its positive connotation), whose anti-Russian animus

found a fruitful outlet in financing all enemies of imperial Russia—from Japan to

various ethnic nationalists and finally—and most importantly—the Bolsheviks.

Another Schiff, the senator Adam, is the current torch bearer of Russophobia in US

Congress. The analogy is mostly apt. While the target of Schiff’s wrath was mainly

the Russian Empire, Soros has targeted both the dying Soviet Union and its

capitalist successor.[2] He named his nebulous pseudo-philosophy “Open Society”

(probably plagiarising another Russophobe—Karl Popper) as a counter to the still

weak attempts by Russia to escape the death sentence handed down to it by the

triumphant West. This was a time when prominent Soixante-huitards such as

Joschka Fischer, Bernard Henry-Levy, Andre Glucksmann, Bernard Kushner, Alain

Finkelkraut and other future war criminals ruled the European roost. These

third-rate activists and intellectuals excelled in one thing only—hatred of Russia and

Orthodox Christianity.

Soros wormed his way into the newly “liberated” countries via a network of

well-funded “foundations”, “institutes”, “universities” and “human rights

organisations”. In other words, Soros used a strategy known to all predators that

aim to overrun a country. By pretending to care about the plight of refugees,

minorities, LGBT population and generally—human rights—Soros undermined the

self-governance of newly independent countries leaving them vulnerable to

depredations by the US and EU intelligence-organised disruption operations. That

Soros’s demonic project had nothing to do with socialism and everything to do with

harming Russian interests is confirmed by the fact that he has targeted both

socialist Soviet Union and Yugoslavia, and a capitalist Russia, funded anti-Russian

forces all over the world (in Chechenia, Yugoslavia, Ukraine, EU, Africa, Middle

East and USA) and fought a continuous ideological and cultural war against what

he perceived as the menace of the rebirth of the Russian Empire.

He honed his destructive apparatus with the help of corrupt local politicians and

quasi intellectuals. Offering grants, studentships and targeted subsidies to the

members of national “elites” ready to betray their nations’ interests in exchange for
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participation in one of Soros’s fake “young leader seminars” or “human rights

conferences”.

Here is a personal anecdote which demonstrates my long-term interest in Soros’s.

In the mid-1990s, my wife wanted to do a PhD on the post-Soviet theatre in Eastern

Europe and as part of a multi-country schedule, we visited an eastern European

capital in 1996 and arranged an interview with the well-known “alternative” theatre

practitioner and the then-director of the Soros-funded anti-government hub

camouflaged as a cultural centre. The interview went well until my wife asked a

question that I had inserted earlier—it was about Soros’s funding and support for

the Centre’s anti-government activity. This is when things became interesting. The

interviewee became irritated and suspicious and defended Soros’s meddling in

Yugoslavia’s internal affairs by claiming unconvincingly he wasn’t involved in

setting the editorial policy etc. Needless to say, the interview was terminated on the

spot.

A detailed account of George Soros’s destructive crusade must await another time.

What needs to be said is that Soros and his humanitarian hydra were behind a

number of so-called colour revolutions—ritualised coups d’etat that resulted in

bringing to power swaths of anti-Russian politicians and surrounding Russia with a

ring of NATO satrapies (most of whom had been Nazi satrapies during WWII). One

interesting detail is that Soros removed mainly moderate or left-leaning politicians

and replaced them with anti-Russian nationalists. After many years of

unconstrained criminality, rapine and harmful meddling, president Vladimir Putin

decided to put a stop to Soros’s harmful activity at the moment when Russia was

again existentially threatened by the West in 2015. “It was found that the activity of

the Open Society Foundations and the Open Society Institute Assistance Foundation

represents a threat to the foundations of the constitutional system of the Russian

Federation and the security of the state,” a translated version of the press statement

read. All Soros’s activities were banned in Russia and from that day on, Russia

redoubled its efforts to become economically and politically independent of its

enemies. The kicking out of Soros from Russia was seen in the West as another

manifestation of Putin’s antisemitism when it was nothing of the sort.

President Putin correctly assessed the threat of Soros’s machinations and in one fell

swoop rid his country of possibly the greatest threat to its security. After this epic

defeat, Soros fought a rear-guard action by focussing on the emerging nationalist

and populist governments such as that of Victor Orban in Hungary. Here also,

Soros experienced a defeat—Orban proclaimed Soros a threat to national security

and after an epic battle, closed down the so-called Central European University

presided over by Michael Ignatieff, the notorious Russophobe. The two campuses in

Budapest and Vienna were supposed to embody the discredited idea of Mittel
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Europa (Central Europe), that jewel in the Austro-Hungarian crown and motive

power for any anti-Russian Drang. By closing down the Eastern lobe of the CEU,

Orban has in a sense destroyed the Russophobic symbolism of Soros’s crowning

achievement.[3]

As the power of the neocon/neolib forces in Europe weakened, Soros’s political

projects lost more and more ground until they became largely irrelevant. Soros was

so deeply compromised and so completely exposed as a predatory fraud and agent

of dark powers that he ceased to be an important player in international affairs

(despite his money and influence). Even the ever-vigilant “Nazi hunters” of ADL

have found it difficult to defend him. His brand became toxic with the ascent of

populist and alt-right politics in Europe and US. It could even be said that his own

strategy (securing “cosmopolitan” interests by fighting nationalism) backfired—the

alt-right rebellion was largely the reaction to the excesses of the Sorossian surge of

the 1990s. So, what was the mummified billionaire to do now that the steppes of

Russia were out of reach? He could have done “a Berezovsky” (I like where this is

going) by writing a contrite letter to president Putin begging his forgiveness. Or he

could have tried to repent for his evil deeds by pursuing real philanthropy. He chose

neither but doubled down on political meddling under the guise of a (tainted)

pseudo-humanist brand.

Thus, Soros’s name has (justifiably) become synonymous with evil liberal

cosmopolitanism. This is definitively a positive development because it ensures that

Soros (or his currently groomed descendants) can never cause as much damage as

he did to Russia, Eastern Europe or Middle East. The other side of the medal is that

any mention of a left-wing, progressive, social or racial justice cause, however valid,

has been scarred by the mark of Sorro. And this I believe is Soros’s true legacy

—providing the Empire with a permanent and unassailable excuse to discredit any

genuine critique of and rebellion against the inhuman and inhumane neolib/neocon

system.

2. Back in the USSA

After a brief phoney skirmish with the European alt-right, Soros shifted his

attention to the United States where a new president was elected on a conservative,

isolationist and anti-neocon agenda. Many people irrespective of persuasion,

greeted Donald Trump’s election victory with relief if not elation. (it would be more

correct to say that most right-thinking people hailed the defeat of the warmongering

hag Hilary Clinton). The hope was that the United States would abandon its empire

which has been destroying it and focus on recovering and rebuilding peacefully in

co-operation with other great powers. Many well-meaning people from across the

world sent their good wishes—after all, many of us carried a small piece of America
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in our heads and hearts.

Unfortunately, it transpired very soon that most of what Trump had promised his

gullible voting base would never be carried out. Like ruthless Lucy van Pelt who

fools Charlie Brown every time, the Deep State pulled the ball from a large basketful

(or was it bucketful?) of deplorables and moved on with its plan to keep the dying

Empire alive as long as possible (there is an analogy here with Soros, Rockefeller,

Kissinger and Lord Rothschild who seem very reluctant to depart this world,

haunting instead the corridors of power in the guise of liver-spotted spectral

mummies and reminding the world that money can’t buy love but can certainly buy

young bone marrow and stem cells). Instead of “draining the swamp”, Trump

surrounded himself with right-wing neocons and Roman Catholic zealots and

promptly set out to renege on all of his election promises.

Here, I shall only focus on Trump’s actions as they concern Russia and China. In an

attempt to stem the accelerating exsanguination of the American empire, Trump

declared a total war on Russia and China that has thus far involved: propaganda

and psychological warfare, sanctions, threats, assassinations, mass

arrests of Russian and Chinese citizens, sabotage, theft of diplomatic

property, bombing Russia’s allies, commandeering of commercial

assets and wealth, tariffs, support for coloured revolutions,

McCarthyite witch hunts, an offensive against the Russian Orthodox

Church and its allies, abrogation of all important international treaties

regulating the deployment and monitoring of nuclear weapons, moving

nuclear-capable missile bases close to Russian border, using India,

Japan, Vietnam et al. as tools against China, weaponizing fascist

fiefdoms in Eastern Europe and giving the Ukrainian zhidobandera

(Judaeo-banderite) regime hundreds of millions of pounds of military

aid, provoking China and Russia with large-scale military exercises and

all kinds of military brinkmanship, trade war, weaponizing Hindu

nationalism against China, approving extra funding for anti-Russian

activities, expanding NATO, boosting Israel’s right-wing regime,

strangling Venezuela, Bolivia and Cuba and almost provoking a war

with Iran. Oh, fresh off the press—moving 10000 soldiers and dozens of

aircraft from Germany to Poland. Did I miss anything?

To summarise, Trump has done everything in his power to bring the world

shockingly close to an all-out conflict. None of his moves so far have been peace

oriented except as cheap political stunts or admissions of defeat. It is not even about

Trump. America has entered its terminal decay stage and any president worth their

salt would do anything to slow down this process. Once it becomes clear that this

cannot be achieved by peaceful means (e.g. investment in vast infrastructure
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projects a la New Deal), all that is left is war. And yet a large portion of the deluded

blogosphere looks up to Trump as some kind of a saint whose idealism is constantly

being thwarted by evil Democrats. The latter bunch of misfits are labelled

“communists”, Marxists” etc. confirming beyond any reasonable doubt that the

crude and uneducated American right is as stupid and as pernicious as its

post-Trotskyite, warmongering “left”. Note that the so-called Democrats do not

oppose any of the above crimes/transgressions and are even more strident in their

Russophobia—if that were at all possible.

An often-heard argument used in the defence of Trump is that at least he hasn’t

started a hot war with Russia (something they say, Hilary would have done without

a doubt). But this argument falls flat straight away. Please re-read the above: Do

you really think that Hilary would have been able to do more harm than Trump? If

so, what—given Russia’s exceptional nuclear and non-nuclear arsenal that could

turn America into a giant glass ashtray without so much as breaking a sweat?

Second, one of the most destructive presidents in the US history (both for his

country and the world), was a gaudy entertainer and a populist who brought the

world to the brink of nuclear war without ever starting one (Grenada excepted). For

the most part, the opposition to Trump is manufactured for internal political

consumption and does not reflect his actions. In a way, this fake opposition

strengthens Trump’s hand because in front of Lavrov he can defend his aggressive

moves as forced by his enemies and use these to silence the Russophobic opposition

inside the country.

The quiet despair I felt for years started to dissipate as soon as racial protests

erupted inside the US not because I hate America (on the contrary) but because I

have been so disgusted with its international conduct since 1945, that I couldn’t

supress my Schadenfreude. Knowing the benighted history of this country quite well

(a huge amount of genocide, slavery and oppression has been packed into an

extraordinarily short time period), I started to hope that the doddering behemoth

would focus its Sauron-like gaze inward and give the world a chance to take a

breather. Great, I thought. Perhaps, after years of false accusations, the Russians or

the Chinese have acted—carefully organised a nationwide rebellion by leveraging

one of the most emotional issues in the USA, namely, race. Finally, a well-calculated

act of revenge for the dozens of destructive “revolutions” on Russian borders.

Although it did achieve some popularity among Black Americans and especially

their leaders, the mighty Soviet Union failed to capitalise on this despite America’s

dismal record on race. Perhaps, in a fit of creativity, the Russians turned Soros’s

tactics on his bosses putting into motion a masterful plot worthy of KGB’s top hits.

Alas, I soon awakened from my reverie only to realise that Russia has neither the

will, nor means to engineer such a vast conspiracy and save itself from a nuclear

confrontation. The Chinese perhaps? No way.
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In my view, the Russians are too conciliatory and lack the vast soft power apparatus

necessary for the coordination and execution of such an ambitious project. Never

mind, the most important point is that anybody who cares about world peace and

Russia should cheer the protests as a severe setback for the global hegemon—a clear

sign of its decline and an opportunity to profit from its weakness. One immediate

benefit of the protests was a body blow (blubber blow) that felled warmongering

troll Mike Pompeo. The moment protests started, any American foreign policy

based on enforcing human rights and democracy became unsustainable—forever.

The myth of a democratic paradise in which a common man/woman benefits from

hard work and pioneer spirit fell apart in a couple of hours. The Chinese were

laughing at Phat Po while hundreds of hitherto timid Twitterati gleefully pointed out

the rank hypocrisy of America’s position and beheld with a mixture of fascination

and horror the absence of the junior emperor’s clothes.

A more disturbing consequence of my awakening has been the realisation that most

of the political commentators in the West who had previously maintained a

pro-Russian front started defending Trump and his version of American

supremacy. Many moons ago, I remember watching the remake of the Invasion of

the Body Snatchers starring Donald Sutherland. At the very end of the movie, the

heroine turns to the ever-dependable Donald, hoping for a salvation, when he turns

on her and emits an unforgettable blood-curdling scream—the symbol of ultimate

betrayal and final triumph of an alien evil. I felt like the woman in the film who

realised in a second that she was completely alone in the universe facing a fate

worse than death. OK, I’m exaggerating a bit but you know what I mean. Russia has

receded into the background and saving Trump is all that matters.

All of a sudden, people forgot that as late as the end of 1960s, African Americans

were barred from country clubs and other “respectable establishments” and started

finding reasons to exonerate the murderous cop. But never mind that. Overnight,

these tribunes of anti-imperial struggle morphed into the staunchest defenders of

Emperor Trump and “traditional family values” espoused by a lecherous pervert

linked to Jeffrey Epstein. When asked how they can maintain such an anatomically

impossible yoga position, most of the time the answer is: because… Soros. I still

haven’t come to terms with this and have tried to explain it to myself ever since.

Here are some tentative explanations.

3. Answers and questions

a) People have been so traumatised by Soros’s malfeasance (or is it maleficence)

that they see him everywhere now—as a universal symbol of evil—a Krampus. As a

consequence of a careful ploy by the Deep State, no criticism or protest is now
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allowed outside very clearly drawn boundaries—especially from the left. As soon as

someone tries to protest various injustices, they are automatically labelled as agents

of Soros intent on harming the HOMELAND. It is immaterial to the accusers that

under most recent presidents America has become a cesspit of electronic

surveillance and a home to a gargantuan military-intelligence-industrial-media

complex which is swallowing everything in its path. America’s crumbling

infrastructure, lack of common values and ghettoised cities are a testimony to its

forthcoming demise. Here, Soros has become Krampus of the right, a monster

evoked every time someone points out that America is mortally ill. In this, Soros has

joined another Krampus of the RC and neocon right—Joseph Stalin. Although exact

opposites in terms of ideology, both have been used in the West to suppress socially-

conscious voices.

b) Many of the so-called “alternative” websites were never pro-Russian to start with

(Saker has discussed this many times). Rather, they are US Deep State sleeper

agents who were allowed, in exchange for their loyalty, to monetise their writings

and expose dissidents by posing as critics of the US regime. Now that their true

master is in danger, they feel obliged (or are gently reminded) to repay their debt.

Although I dismissed this option initially, it has gained in credibility the more I

sampled their wares. A less paranoid version of this explanation is fear—fear of the

ubiquitous and Kafkaesque machine which can crush an individual without their

knowledge leading to auto-censorship. Or the fear of the “barbarians”—those

lower-caste humans who threaten further to disrupt our vicarious participation in

the sense of exceptionality and achievement of our “race”. I am guilty of both.

c) The commentators are correct and I am deluded. Soros is so rich and powerful

that he can confront and defeat the all-powerful system that created him. This is

probably the worst nonsense of them all. Soros might be rich but he is a mere gnat

in comparison with his supposed enemy. Second (and even more pertinent), why

would the old CIA-spawned Hellboy bite the arm that feeds him? Because Soros, a

billionaire several times over and notorious Russophobe hawk, is some kind of a

communist and social justice warrior? If this is true, the implication is that all 17

powerful intelligence agencies that could swat Soros like a fly at a single wink of

Trump’s rheumy eye are betraying “the constitution” and siding with the unruly

anarchists. Balderdash.

The world is again separating into two broad and irreconcilable camps—imperialist

and anti-imperialist. While the boundary is not completely clear, many

conservatives will join fascists and racists in the defence of civilisation (Europäische

Kultur), (Western) Christianity (Gott mit Uns), homeland (Vaterland), white race

(arische Rasse), family values (Kinder, Küche, Kirche), unchallenged Western

supremacy (Das tausend jährige Reich) and law and order (Ordnung muss sein). I
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am not interested in how these “ideals” are implemented as long as they are not

used as an excuse to attack and enslave other countries—as they always are. A

minority of conservatives will understand the danger of a revived fascism and side

with Russia and its allies. The fascists will be joined in their struggle by right-wing

Zionists and neocons who hate Russia more than they love peace and democracy.

While agitating for human rights, they will be happy to see the destruction of Russia

and China. As in WWII, most Central European Ruritanias will gladly join the

imperialist side. Some large countries such as India might just remain neutral but

the nationalist zeal of its current government (Aryanism and swastikas anyone?) is

likely to push it into the imperialist camp. This would not be the first time. The great

Indian politician and tribune Subhas Chandra Bose openly collaborated with Japan

during WWII.[4]

I shall be joining the other side—the side that sides with the oppressed, dirty,

helpless and weak. The anti-imperialist camp espouses a multi-polar world free

from imperial diktat from the West (or elsewhere). It advocates peaceful

coexistence and abolition of huge multinational corporations that have replaced

states as agents of international politics.[5] This block is progressive in the sense in

which the Trotskyite dogma isn’t. There is a lot of room for cultural differences and

idiosyncrasies. The idea is that these differences enrich the world and allow

individual nations to find their own way towards prosperity, without the constant

sabotage by the US Empire and its pawns. Absence of interference into other

nations’ affairs ensures a peaceful and sustainable growth. Crucially, there is no

such thing as an exceptional or chosen nation or race. We are all equal in terms of

God’s mercy and the world must be purged from the exceptionalist evil forever. If

anybody is still confused about what’s going on, I’ll end with a few questions (some

of which I’m trying to answer myself):

– If Trump is so good for Russia (an idiotic claim by the Democrats), why did

Russia urgently rachet up its nuclear doctrine a few weeks ago?

– Do you really think that for this many decades Soros has acted independently of

the US Deep state? Are you so naïve as to believe that a semi-anonymous trader

with a dodgy past would be allowed to destroy British Pound and meddle in

international politics, or god forbid, unseat Trump, without the blessing of the grey

cardinals of Langley? Do you think that one of the ugliest swamp creatures known to

man would risk upsetting his masters by launching crippling riots possibly leading

to a civil war for no good reason? No, defeating Trump is definitely not a good

enough reason. If Soros is indeed behind the turmoil (and this hasn’t been proved),

he is either doing the humanity a favour for once—by crippling the Empire or

(highly likely) is acting on behalf of the repressive apparatus set on discrediting and

banning any and all protest.
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– What does one need to do in order to defeat the CIA, FBI, NSA and the myriad of

spying and political police agencies that underpin the Empire? Do you really think

that you can get past the most monstrous, intrusive and comprehensive system of

surveillance and oppression in history by being transparent and honest? If your aim

is to drain the swamp, do you really believe that you can achieve this by laying all

your cards on the table and asking the (metaphorically) black Jesuitical cabal to

vacate its throne at the top of the world? If you understand that this is impossible,

why expect the BLM movement and all the others to be transparent?

– Do you really believe that BLM and other similar movements (e.g. Occupy) have

not been penetrated BEFORE THE PROTESTS and co-opted for FBIs purposes? If

yes, you are completely naïve (not to use something nastier).

Wake up, Trump is not your friend and he is no friend of Russia. Soros is evil but he

is just one of the many flavours of evil. Do not let your mental inertia render you

blind to what is really going on.

If you prefer the global dictatorship of hyper-corporate capital protected by US

weapons under the guise of “law and order” to peace and justice, why are you on this

pro-Russian site?

Russia, whatever its political system, has and will always stand with the oppressed

and in opposition to global bullies and criminals. YOU CANNOT SERVE GOD AND

MAMMON BOTH. Choose wisely—I have.
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